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(54) METHODS, APPARATUSES AND SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATING AND MANAGING 
AUTOMATED DATAFLOW SYSTEMS

(57) Methods, apparatuses, and systems for integrating and managing automated dataflow systems are provided.
An example method may include receiving a dataflow request from a tenant device; retrieving dataflow data associated
with a plurality of instances from a flow and status registry; and determining a selected instance from the plurality of
instances based on the dataflow data.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to methods, apparatuses, and systems associated with automated
dataflow systems, and more particularly, to methods, apparatuses, and systems for integrating and managing automated
dataflow systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many systems and methods do not overcome technical challenges and difficulties associated with utilizing or
integrating automated dataflow systems. For example, many systems do not have the capability to manage organization
scope of dataflow within the automated dataflow system, and do not provide dataflow version control. As another example,
many methods do not require authorization to access automated dataflow systems, and do not monitor the status of
dataflow, resulting in potential security risks for data management. As yet another example, many systems lack scaling
capability, and do not provide an interface for continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) with an automated
dataflow system.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0003] In accordance with various examples, an apparatus may be provided. The apparatus may comprise at least
one processor and at least one non-transitory memory comprising program code. The at least one non-transitory memory
and the program code may be configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to at least: receive a
dataflow request from a tenant device; retrieve dataflow data associated with a plurality of instances from a flow and
status registry; and determine a selected instance from the plurality of instances based on a plurality of status indicators.
In some examples, the dataflow data may comprise a plurality of instance locators and a plurality of status indicators
associated with the plurality of instance locators.
[0004] In some examples, the dataflow request may indicate an electronic request to deploy a dataflow.
[0005] In some examples, the dataflow data may be NiFi dataflow data. In some examples, the plurality of instances
may be a plurality of NiFi instances. In some examples, the plurality of instance locators may be a plurality of NiFi instance
locators. In some examples, the plurality of status indicators may be a plurality of NiFi status indicators. In some examples,
the selected instance may be a selected NiFi instance.
[0006] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: convert the dataflow request to a deployment request based
at least on the selected instance; and transmit the deployment request to the selected instance.
[0007] In some examples, an instance locator of the plurality of instance locators may comprise a network address of
one of the plurality of instances.
[0008] In some examples, a status indicator of the plurality of status indicators may comprise a network resource
consumption rate associated with one of the plurality of instances. In some examples, determining the selected instance
from the plurality of instances may be based on the plurality of status indicators.
[0009] In some examples, the dataflow data retrieved from the flow and status registry further may comprise at least
one dataflow content descriptor and at least one dataflow version indicator. In some examples, when determining the
selected instance from the plurality of instances, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be
configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further determine whether the dataflow associated
with the dataflow request is a higher version of an existing dataflow in the plurality of instances based at least on the at
least one dataflow content descriptor and the at least one dataflow version indicator.
[0010] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: determine that the dataflow is the higher version of the existing
dataflow; and cause the selected instance to replace the existing dataflow with the dataflow.
[0011] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to: receive a tenant onboarding request from an operation maintenance
device; and generate tenant profile data in a tenant registry based on the tenant onboarding request. In some examples,
the tenant profile data may comprise a tenant identifier, an authorization indicator, and/or a quota indicator.
[0012] In some examples, the tenant identifier may be associated with a tenant device.
[0013] In some examples, the authorization indicator may comprise at least one instance identifier associated with at
least one instance of the plurality of instances. In some examples, the dataflow may be authorized to be deployed in the
at least one instance.
[0014] In some examples, the quota indicator may indicate a number of instances associated with the tenant identifier.
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[0015] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: receive a tenant termination request from an operation
maintenance device, wherein the tenant termination request may comprise a tenant identifier; and remove tenant profile
data corresponding to the tenant identifier from a tenant registry based on the tenant termination request.
[0016] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: retrieve tenant profile data associated with the tenant device
from a tenant registry, wherein the tenant profile data may comprise an authorization indicator; and determine at least
one authorized instance based on the authorization indicator. In some examples, the selected instance may be determined
from the at least one authorized instance.
[0017] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: retrieve tenant profile data associated with the tenant device
from a tenant registry. In some examples, the tenant profile data may comprise a quota indicator, and determining the
selected instance from the plurality of instances may be based on the quota indicator.
[0018] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: retrieve at least one monitoring probe status indicator from
a scheduler registry; and update the dataflow data based on the at least one monitoring probe status indicator. In some
examples, the at least one monitoring probe status indicator may indicate at least one current monitoring probe associated
with the plurality of instances.
[0019] In some examples, the at least one non-transitory memory and the program code may be configured to, with
the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to further: retrieve at least one historical probe status indicator from a
scheduler registry, wherein the at least one historical probe status indicator may indicate at least one result of at least
one historical monitoring probe associated with the plurality of instances; and generate prediction data associated with
the plurality of instances based on the at least one historical probe status indicator.
[0020] In accordance with various examples, a computer-implemented method may be provided. The computer-im-
plemented method may comprise: receiving a dataflow request from a tenant device; retrieving dataflow data associated
with a plurality of instances from a flow and status registry; determining a selected instance from the plurality of instances
based on the dataflow data; converting the dataflow request to a deployment request based at least on the selected
instance; and transmitting the deployment request to the selected instance.
[0021] In accordance with various examples, a computer program product may be provided. The computer program
product may comprise at least one non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computer-readable program
code portions stored therein. The computer-readable program code portions may comprise an executable portion that
is configured to: receive a dataflow request from a tenant device; retrieve dataflow data associated with a plurality of
instances from a flow and status registry; determine a selected instance from the plurality of instances based on the
dataflow data; convert the dataflow request to a deployment request based at least on the selected instance; and transmit
the deployment request to the selected instance.
[0022] The foregoing illustrative summary, as well as other exemplary objectives and/or advantages of the disclosure,
and the manner in which the same are accomplished, are further explained in the following detailed description and its
accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The description of the illustrative embodiments may be read in conjunction with the accompanying figures. It
will be appreciated that, for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements illustrated in the figures have not necessarily
been drawn to scale, unless described otherwise. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements may be exag-
gerated relative to other elements, unless described otherwise. Embodiments incorporating teachings of the present
disclosure are shown and described with respect to the figures presented herein, in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example schematic diagram of an example system in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example block diagram of an example apparatus in accordance with various embodiments of
the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 illustrates an example schematic diagram of an example system in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 4 illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 5 illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example schematic diagram of an example system in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 7A illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure;
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FIG. 7B illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 illustrates an example schematic diagram of an example system in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 9 illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 10 illustrates an example flow diagram in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0024] Some embodiments of the present disclosure will now be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which some, but not all embodiments of the disclosure are shown. Indeed, these disclosures
may be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein;
rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy applicable legal requirements. Like numbers
refer to like elements throughout.
[0025] The phrases "in one embodiment," "according to one embodiment," "for example," "in some examples," "as an
example," and the like generally mean that the particular feature, structure, or characteristic following the phrase may
be included in at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, and may be included in more than one embodiment
of the present disclosure (such phrases do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment).
[0026] The word "example" or "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example, instance, or illustration."
Any implementation described herein as "example" or "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or
advantageous over other implementations.
[0027] If the specification states a component or feature "may," "can," "could," "should," "would," "preferably," "possibly,"
"typically," "optionally," "for example," "in some examples," "often," or "might" (or other such language) be included or
have a characteristic, that a specific component or feature is not required to be included or to have the characteristic.
Such component or feature may be optionally included in some embodiments, or it may be excluded.
[0028] The term "circuitry" should be understood broadly to include hardware and, in some embodiments, software
for configuring the hardware. With respect to components of the apparatus, the term "circuitry" as used herein should
therefore be understood to include particular hardware configured to perform the functions associated with the particular
circuitry as described herein. For example, in some embodiments, "circuitry" may include processing circuitry, storage
media, network interfaces, input/output devices, and the like.
[0029] The term "electronically coupled," "electronically coupling," "electronically couple," "in communication with," "in
electronic communication with," or "connected" in the present disclosure refers to two or more components (for example
but not limited to, tenant devices, operation maintenance devices, the integration and management system, registries,
automated dataflow servers) being connected through wired means (for example but not limited to, wired Ethernet)
and/or wireless means (for example but not limited to, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee), such that data and/or information may
be transmitted to and/or received from these components.
[0030] The term "automated dataflow system" or "automated dataflow circuitry" refers to a system or circuitry that may
automate the dataflow between software systems. For example, an automated dataflow system or an automated dataflow
circuitry may acquire and deliver data across different enterprise systems in real time. As another example, an automated
dataflow system or an automated dataflow circuitry may be implemented in an Internet of Things (IoT) system to process
and/or distribute data to/from computing devices, mechanical machines and/or digital machines that are interrelated
within the IoT system.
[0031] Example automated dataflow systems may include, but is not limited to, "NiFi" or "NiagaraFiles" system. While
the present disclosure may include reference to NiFi systems, it is noted that the scope of the present disclosure is not
limited to NiFi only, and example embodiments may be implemented in association with other automated dataflow
systems.
[0032] The term "dataflow" refers to movement of data within and/or through a system comprising of software means,
hardware means, or both.
[0033] The term "instance" refers to a processing engine that may be configured to process or run one or more
dataflows. To cause the instance to process or run a dataflow, the dataflow may be "deployed" to the instance by a
computing device. For example, a "NiFi instance" may refer to a processing engine that is designed based on NiFi.
[0034] The term "dataflow data" refers to data or information related to dataflow that is processed or run by an instance.
An example dataflow data may include, but not limited to, the location of the dataflow (such as an instance locator that
indicates the instance running the dataflow), the status of the dataflow (such as a status indicator that indicates the
status of the dataflow), the content of the dataflow, and/or the version of the dataflow.
[0035] In some examples, an instance may have a corresponding "instance identifier," which may comprise an American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, and may uniquely
identify the instance from a plurality of instances. In some examples, two or more instances may be interconnected to
process or run dataflow, such that they may form an "instance cluster" and be viewed as a single system.
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[0036] An instance and/or an instance cluster may be implemented through software means, hardware means, or a
combination of both. For example, an "automated dataflow server" may be a computing device that may execute one
or more instances and/or one or more instance clusters. In some examples, an automated dataflow server may be a
cloud server that may run in a cloud computing environment, and may be in communication with the integration and
management system.
[0037] The term "integration and management system" refers to a system or virtual environment that may be configured
to manage one or more automated dataflow servers, and/or may integrate one or more automated dataflow servers into
other computer networks. The integration and management system may take the form of one or more central servers
disposed in communication with one or more additional servers running software applications, and having access to
one or more databases storing digital content items, application-related data, and/or the like. An example integration
and management system is described at least in connection with FIG. 1 herein.
[0038] In some examples, various electronic requests may be transmitted to and/or received from the integration and
management system. For example, a "dataflow request" may indicate a request to deploy a dataflow, a "tenant onboarding
request" may indicate a request to add a new tenant to the system, a "tenant termination request" may indicate a request
to remove an existing tenant from the system, and a "deployment request" may indicate a request to deploy a dataflow
in an instance. Additional example details of these requests are described herein.
[0039] The term "user" should be understood to refer to an individual, group of individuals, business, organization,
and the like. The users referred to herein may access an integration and management system using tenant devices
and/or operation maintenance devices (as defined herein).
[0040] In some examples, a user may be a tenant of the integration and management system. A "tenant" is a user
who may use the integration and management system to deploy one or more dataflows associated with the tenant in
one or more automated dataflow servers. The term "tenant device" refers to computer hardware and/or software that is
configured to access the integration and management system. Tenant devices may include, without limitation, smart
phones, tablet computers, laptop computers, wearables, personal computers, enterprise computers, and the like.
[0041] In some examples, a user may be an operation manager of the integration and management system. An
"operation manager" is a user who may manage and monitor the integration and management of one or more automated
dataflow servers. An operation manager may perform operation management operations on the integration and man-
agement system using an "operation maintenance device," which refers to computer hardware and/or software that is
configured to access the integration and management system. Operation maintenance devices may include, without
limitation, smart phones, tablet computers, laptop computers, wearables, personal computers, enterprise computers,
and the like.
[0042] The term "registry" refers to a structured and/or organized set of data that is generally stored and accessible
electronically from a computer system. For example, a "flow and status registry" may store dataflow data, a "tenant
registry" may store tenant profile data, and a "scheduler registry" may store monitoring probe data. Additional example
details of these registries are described herein.
[0043] As described above, many systems and methods do not overcome technical challenges and difficulties asso-
ciated with automated dataflow systems, such as NiFi systems. For example, many systems lack the capability to manage
the scope of dataflow and the dataflow version. As another example, many methods do not provide user authorization
control or status alert.
[0044] In contrast, various examples in accordance with the present disclosure may overcome these challenges and
difficulties. In some examples, an integration and management system may be provided to manage one or more auto-
mated dataflow servers, and/or may integrate one or more automated dataflow servers into other computer networks.
The integration and management system may provide the capability to manage the scope of dataflow and the dataflow
version, and may provide user authorization control and status alert. As such, examples of the present disclosure may
provide scaling capability for data processing.
[0045] Methods, apparatuses, and computer program products of the present disclosure may be embodied by any of
a variety of devices. For example, the method, apparatus, and computer program product of an example embodiment
may be embodied by a networked device (e.g., an integration and management system), such as a server or other
network entity, configured to communicate with one or more devices, such as one or more tenant devices, one or more
operation maintenance devices, and/or one or more automated dataflow servers. Additionally, or alternatively, the com-
puting device may include fixed computing devices, such as a personal computer or a computer workstation. Additionally,
or alternatively, example embodiments may be embodied by any of a variety of mobile devices, such as a portable digital
assistant (PDA), mobile telephone, smartphone, laptop computer, tablet computer, wearable, or any combination of the
aforementioned devices.
[0046] FIG. 1 illustrates an example system architecture 100 within which embodiments of the present disclosure may
operate. Users may access an integration and management system 107 via a communication network 105 using tenant
devices 101A, 101B, ... 101N and/or operation maintenance devices 103A, 103B, ... 103N.
[0047] The tenant devices 101A-101N may be any computing device as defined above. Electronic data received by
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the integration and management system 107 from the tenant devices 101A-101N may be provided in various forms and
via various methods. For example, the tenant devices 101A-101N may include desktop computers, laptop computers,
smartphones, netbooks, tablet computers, wearables, and the like. In some examples, one or more of the tenant devices
101A-101N may each be assigned to a tenant device identifier that uniquely identifies the tenant device. In some
examples, the tenant device identifier may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like.
[0048] In embodiments where a tenant device of tenant devices 101A-101N is a mobile device, such as a smart phone
or tablet, the tenant device may execute an "app" to interact with the integration and management system 107. Such
apps are typically designed to execute on mobile devices, such as tablets or smartphones. For example, an app may
be provided that executes on mobile device operating systems such as iOS®, Android®, or Windows®. These platforms
typically provide frameworks that allow apps to communicate with one another and with particular hardware and software
components of mobile devices. For example, the mobile operating systems named above each provide frameworks for
interacting with location services circuitry, wired and wireless network interfaces, user contacts, and other applications.
Communication with hardware and software modules executing outside of the app is typically provided via Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) provided by the mobile device operating system. In some examples, the app may provide
a user interface that allows a user to interact with the integration and management system 107.
[0049] Additionally, or alternatively, the tenant devices 101A-101N may interact with the integration and management
system 107 via a web browser. Additionally, or alternatively, the tenant devices 101A-101N may include various hardware
or firmware designed to interface with the integration and management system 107.
[0050] The operation maintenance devices 103A-103N may be any computing device as defined above. Electronic
data received by the integration and management system 107 from the operation maintenance devices 103A-103N may
be provided in various forms and via various methods. For example, the operation maintenance devices 103A-103N
may include desktop computers, laptop computers, smartphones, netbooks, tablet computers, wearables, and the like.
In some examples, one or more of the operation maintenance devices 103A-103N may each be assigned to an operation
maintenance device identifier that uniquely identifies the operation maintenance device. In some examples, the operation
maintenance device identifier may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like.
[0051] In embodiments where an operation maintenance device of operation maintenance devices 103A-103N is a
mobile device, such as a smart phone or tablet, the operation maintenance device may execute an "app" to interact with
the integration and management system 107. Such apps are typically designed to execute on mobile devices, such as
tablets or smartphones. For example, an app may be provided that executes on mobile device operating systems such
as iOS®, Android®, or Windows®. These platforms typically provide frameworks that allow apps to communicate with
one another and with particular hardware and software components of mobile devices. For example, the mobile operating
systems named above each provide frameworks for interacting with location services circuitry, wired and wireless network
interfaces, user contacts, and other applications. Communication with hardware and software modules executing outside
of the app is typically provided via APIs provided by the mobile device operating system. In some examples, the app
may provide a user interface that allows a user to interact with the integration and management system 107.
[0052] Additionally, or alternatively, the operation maintenance devices 103A-103N may interact with the integration
and management system 107 via a web browser. Additionally, or alternatively, the operation maintenance devices 103A-
103N may include various hardware or firmware designed to interface with the integration and management system 107.
[0053] The communication network 105 may include one or more wired or wireless communication networks including,
for example, a wired or wireless local area network (LAN), personal area network (PAN), metropolitan area network
(MAN), wide area network (WAN), or the like, as well as any hardware, software and/or firmware required to implement
the one or more networks (such as, for example, network routers). For example, the communication network 105 may
include general packet radio service (GPRS) network, Code Division Multiple Access 2000 (CDMA2000) network, Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) network, Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network,
Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) network, Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access
(TD-SCDMA) network, Long Term Evolution (LTE) network, High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) network, High-Speed
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) network, IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), Wi-Fi Direct, and/or IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX). Additionally,
or alternatively, the communication network 105 may include a public network (such as the Internet), a private network
(such as an intranet), or combinations thereof.
[0054] In some examples, the communication network 105 may utilize networking protocols including, but not limited
to, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol, HTTP/REST protocol, one or more Transmission Control Protocol/In-
ternet Protocol (TCP/IP) based networking protocols, Near Field Communication (NFC) protocols, Bluetooth protocols,
and/or ZigBee protocols. For instance, the networking protocol may be customized to suit the needs of the integration
and management system 107. In some embodiments, the protocol is a custom protocol of JSON objects sent via a
Websocket channel. In some embodiments, the protocol is JSON over RPC, JSON over REST/HTTP, and the like.
[0055] In various embodiments of the present disclosure, one or more electronic requests may be sent to the integration
and management system 107, including, but not limited to, tenant onboarding requests, dataflow requests, and/or tenant
termination requests. In some examples, these electronic requests may be in the form of HTTP requests.
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[0056] In some examples, these electronic requests may be sent to the integration and management system 107 over
the communication network 105 directly by a tenant device of tenant devices 101A-101N and/or an operation maintenance
device of the operation maintenance devices 103A-103N. Additionally, or alternatively, the electronic requests may be
sent to the integration and management system 107 via an intermediary.
[0057] Referring back to FIG. 1, the integration and management system 107 may comprise an integration and man-
agement server 109 and one or more registries, such as but not limited to a scheduler registry 111, a tenant registry
113, and/or a flow and status registry 115. In some examples, the scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and/or
the flow and status registry 115 may be integrated within the integration and management server 109, such that the
scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and/or the flow and status registry 115 may be part of the integration
and management server 109.
[0058] In some examples, the integration and management server 109 may be embodied as a computing device
described above. For example, the integration and management server 109 may comprise at least one processor and
at least one non-transitory memory storing computer program instructions. These computer program instructions may
direct the integration and management server 109 to function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored
in the at least one non-transitory memory may produce an article of manufacture, the execution of which may implement
embodiments of the present disclosure. As such, in some examples of the present disclosure, the integration and
management server 109 may comprise an API endpoint 117, an API integrator 119, and/or a monitoring scheduler 121.
An example diagram illustrating various components of the integration and management server 109 is illustrated and
described in connection with at least FIG. 2.
[0059] In some examples, the API endpoint 117 may be configured to receive and/or process data and/or information
received from other devices, including but not limited to tenant devices 101A-101N and/or operation maintenance devices
103A-103N. For example, the API endpoint 117 may receive a tenant onboarding request and/or a tenant termination
request from an operation maintenance device of operation maintenance devices 103A-103N, and/or a dataflow request
from a tenant device of tenant devices 101A-101N. In some examples, the API endpoint 117 may be implemented in
accordance with the Representational State Transfer (REST) framework. In some examples, the API endpoint 117 may
be implemented in accordance with the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) framework.
[0060] In some examples, the API endpoint 117 may comprise one or more endpoints of application programming
interface(s), such as, but not limited to, a tenant management API, a flow management API, and/or a monitoring API.
In some examples, the API endpoint 117 may be configured to receive and/or process data and/or information via these
application programming interfaces. Example implementations of these application programming interfaces are de-
scribed herein.
[0061] In some examples, the API integrator 119 may be configured to process and/or integrate data and/or information
to generate electronic requests that are in compliance with an automated dataflow API of an automated dataflow server.
For example, the API integrator 119 may convert and/or translate a dataflow request (for example, received from a
tenant device of tenant devices 101A-101N) to a deployment request based on the API of the corresponding automated
dataflow systems. In some examples, the API integrator 119 may transmit the deployment request to one or more
automated dataflow servers, such as, but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A, 123B, ... 123N as shown in
FIG. 1. In some examples, one or more automated dataflow servers may be NiFi servers that may comprise one or more
NiFi instances and/or NiFi clusters. In such examples, the API integrator may be a NiFi API integrator, which may convert
the dataflow request to a deployment request based on the NiFi API.
[0062] In some examples, the monitoring scheduler 121 may be configured to manage one or more monitoring probes
for one or more automated dataflow servers, such as, but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N as
shown in FIG. 1. In some examples, the monitoring scheduler 121 may update dataflow data stored in the flow and
status registry 115 based on the results of the monitoring probes, details of which are described herein.
[0063] It is noted that various components in the integration and management server 109 may leverage the same
computer or computing apparatus to perform the above-described operations. For example, the API endpoint 117, the
API integrator 119, and/or the monitoring scheduler 121 may leverage the same processor or memory to perform these
functions. In some examples, the API endpoint 117, the API integrator 119, and/or the monitoring scheduler 121 may
utilize separated circuitries.
[0064] Referring back to FIG. 1, the scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and/or the flow and status registry
115 may be embodied as one or more data storage devices such as a Network Attached Storage (NAS) device or
devices, or as a separate server or servers. The scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and/or the flow and
status registry 115 may include data and/or information accessible to the integration and management server 109.
[0065] In some examples, the scheduler registry 111 may store monitoring probe data. The term "monitoring probe"
refers to a software operation that may monitor and/or collect data related to status and/or activity of a network system.
In some examples, the monitoring probe data may comprise one or more monitoring probe status indicators and/or one
or more historical probe status indicators. The monitoring probe status indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer,
a memory address, and the like, which may indicate current monitoring probes in one or more automated dataflow
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servers, such as, but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N as shown in FIG. 1. The historical probe
status indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, and may indicate the results
of historical probes of one or more automated dataflow servers.
[0066] In some examples, the tenant registry 113 may store tenant profile data. In some examples, the tenant profile
data may comprise one or more tenant identifiers, one or more authorization indicators, and/or one or more quota
indicators. In some examples, the tenant identifiers may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the
like, which may indicate a tenant associated with the integration and management server 109. In some examples, the
authorization indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, which may indicate
which automated dataflow server(s) and/or instance(s) that each tenant has access to (i.e. "authorized instance(s)"). In
some examples, the quota indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, which
may indicate the dataflow limit(s) assigned to each tenant.
[0067] In some examples, the flow and status registry 115 may store dataflow data. In some examples, the dataflow
data may comprise one or more instance locators, one or more status indicators, one or more dataflow content descriptors,
and/or one or more dataflow version indicators. In some examples, the instance locators may comprise an ASCII text,
a pointer, a memory address, and the like, which may indicate the network location(s) of one or more instances running
in one or more automated dataflow servers, such as, but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N as shown
in FIG. 1. In some examples, the status indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the
like, which may indicate the status of each instance running in one or more automated dataflow servers, such as, but
not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N as shown in FIG. 1. In some examples, the dataflow content
descriptors may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, which may describe the content of
dataflow in one or more automated dataflow servers, such as, but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N
as shown in FIG. 1. In some examples, the dataflow version indicators may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory
address, and the like, which may indicate the version of dataflow in one or more automated dataflow servers, such as,
but not limited to, automated dataflow servers 123A-123N as shown in FIG. 1.
[0068] It is noted that the scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and/or the flow and status registry 115 may
leverage the same computer or computing apparatus to perform the above-described operations. In some examples,
the scheduler registry 111, the tenant registry 113, and the flow and status registry 115 may utilize separated circuitries.
[0069] Referring back to FIG. 1, one or more automated dataflow servers may be in electronic communication with
the integration and management system 107. For example, the API integrator 119 of the integration and management
server 109 may transmit electronic requests to and receive data from the automated dataflow servers 123A-123N.
[0070] In some examples, each of the automated dataflow servers 123A-123N may comprise one or more instances.
As described above, an instance is a software engine that may process one or more dataflows. In some examples, two
or more instances may be interconnected to process dataflow, such that they may form an "instance cluster" and be
viewed as a single system. In some examples, each node in an instance cluster is an instance or another instance cluster.
[0071] The integration and management server 109 of FIG. 1 may be embodied by one or more computing systems,
such as apparatus 200 as shown in FIG. 2. The apparatus 200 may include a processor 202, a memory 204, an
input/output circuitry 206, and/or a communications circuitry 208. The apparatus 200 may be configured to execute the
operations described above with respect to FIG. 1 and below with respect to FIGS. 3-10.
[0072] Although these components are described with respect to functional limitations, it should be understood that
the particular implementations necessarily include the use of particular hardware. It should also be understood that
certain of these components may include similar or common hardware. For example, two sets of circuitries may both
leverage use of the same processor, network interface, storage medium, or the like to perform their associated functions,
such that duplicate hardware is not required for each set of circuitries.
[0073] In some embodiments, the processor 202 (and/or co-processor or any other processing circuitry assisting or
otherwise associated with the processor) may be in communication with the memory 204 via a bus for passing information
among components of the apparatus. The memory 204 is non-transitory and may include, for example, one or more
volatile and/or non-volatile memories. In other words, for example, the memory 204 may be an electronic storage device
(e.g., a computer-readable storage medium). The memory 204 may be configured to store information, data, content,
applications, instructions, or the like for enabling the apparatus to carry out various functions in accordance with example
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0074] In the example as shown in FIG. 2, the memory 204 may store computer program instructions that may comprise
an API endpoint module 210, an API integrator module 212, and/or a monitoring module 214. When the API endpoint
module 210 is executed by the processor 202, the apparatus 200 may be configured to receive and/or process data
and/or information from other devices, including but not limited to tenant devices and/or operation maintenance devices,
similar to the API endpoint 117 described above in connection with FIG. 1. When the API integrator module 212 is
executed by the processor 202, the apparatus 200 may be configured to process and/or integrate data and/or information
to generate electronic requests that are in compliance with the API of the automated dataflow system, similar to the API
integrator 119 described above in connection with FIG. 1. When the monitoring module 214 is executed by the processor
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202, the apparatus 200 may be configured to manage one or more monitoring probes for one or more automated dataflow
servers, similar to the monitoring scheduler 121 described above in connection with FIG. 1.
[0075] Additionally, or alternatively, the apparatus 200 may include one or more designated hardware configured for
the API endpoint module 210, the API integrator module 212, and/or the monitoring module 214. For example, the
apparatus 200 may include a separate processor, specially configured Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), or
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that are configured to perform the functions of the API endpoint module
210, the API integrator module 212, and/or the monitoring module 214.
[0076] Referring back to FIG. 2, the processor 202 may be embodied in a number of different ways and may, for
example, include one or more processing devices configured to perform independently. In some examples, the processor
202 may include one or more processors configured in tandem via a bus to enable independent execution of instructions,
pipelining, and/or multithreading. The use of the term "processor" or "processing circuitry" may be understood to include
a single core processor, a multi-core processor, multiple processors internal to the apparatus, and/or remote or "cloud"
processors.
[0077] As described above, the processor 202 may be configured to execute instructions stored in the memory 204
or otherwise accessible to the processor 202. In some preferred and non-limiting embodiments, the processor 202 may
be configured to execute hard-coded functionalities. As such, whether configured by hardware or software methods, or
by a combination thereof, the processor 202 may represent an entity (e.g., physically embodied in circuitry) capable of
performing operations according to an embodiment of the present disclosure while configured accordingly. Alternatively,
as another example, when the processor 202 is embodied as an executor of software instructions, the instructions may
specifically configure the processor 202 to perform the algorithms and/or operations described herein when the instruc-
tions are executed.
[0078] The communications circuitry 208 may be any means such as a device or circuitry embodied in either hardware
or a combination of hardware and software that is configured to receive and/or transmit data from/to a network and/or
any other device, circuitry, or module in communication with the apparatus 200. In this regard, the communications
circuitry 208 may include, for example, a network interface for enabling communications with a wired or wireless com-
munication network (such as the communication network 105 described above in connection with FIG. 1). For example,
the communications circuitry 208 may include one or more network interface cards, antennae, buses, switches, routers,
modems, and supporting hardware and/or software, or any other device suitable for enabling communications via a
network. Additionally, or alternatively, the communications circuitry 208 may include the circuitry for interacting with the
antenna/antennae to cause transmission of signals via the antenna/antennae or to handle receipt of signals received
via the antenna/antennae.
[0079] In some examples, the apparatus 200 may optionally include input/output circuitry 206 that may, in turn, be in
communication with processor 202 to provide output to the user and, in some embodiments, to receive an indication of
a user input. The input/output circuitry 206 may comprise a user interface circuitry and may include a display, which
may comprise a web user interface, a mobile application, a client device, a kiosk, or the like. In some embodiments, the
input/output circuitry 206 may also include a keyboard, a mouse, a joystick, a touch screen, touch areas, soft keys, a
microphone, a speaker, or other input/output mechanisms. The processor and/or user interface circuitry comprising the
processor may be configured to control one or more functions of one or more user interface elements through computer
program instructions (e.g., software and/or firmware) stored on a memory accessible to the processor (e.g., memory
204, and/or the like).
[0080] It is also noted that all or some of the information discussed herein can be based on data that is received,
generated and/or maintained by one or more components of apparatus 200. In some embodiments, one or more external
systems (such as a remote cloud computing and/or data storage system) may also be leveraged to provide at least
some of the functionality discussed herein.
[0081] In some embodiments, other elements of the apparatus 200 may provide or supplement the functionality of
particular circuitry. For example, the processor 202 may provide processing functionality, the memory 204 may provide
storage functionality, the communications circuitry 208 may provide network interface functionality, and the like. As will
be appreciated, any such computer program instructions and/or other type of code may be loaded onto a computer,
processor or other programmable apparatus’s circuitry to produce a machine, such that the computer, processor or other
programmable circuitry that execute the code on the machine creates the means for implementing various functions,
including those described herein.
[0082] As described above and as will be appreciated based on this disclosure, embodiments of the present disclosure
may be configured as methods, mobile devices, backend network devices, and the like. Accordingly, embodiments may
comprise various means including entirely of hardware or any combination of software and hardware.
[0083] Referring now to FIG. 3, FIG. 4, FIG. 5, FIG. 6, FIG. 7A, FIG. 7B, FIG. 8, FIG. 9, and FIG. 10, example methods
in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure are illustrated. In some examples, each block or step
of the flowchart, and combinations of blocks and steps in the flowchart, may be implemented by various means such as
hardware, circuitry and/or other devices associated with execution of software including one or more computer program
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instructions.
[0084] In some examples, one or more of the procedures described in the figures may be embodied by computer
program instructions, which may be stored by a memory circuitry (such as a non-transitory memory) of an apparatus
employing an embodiment of the present disclosure and executed by a processing circuitry (such as a processor) of the
apparatus. These computer program instructions may direct the apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that
the instructions stored in the memory circuitry produce an article of manufacture, the execution of which implements the
function specified in the flowchart block(s). Further, the apparatus may comprise one or more other components, such
as, for example, a communication circuitry and/or an input/output circuitry. Various components of the apparatus may
be in electronic communication between and/or among each other to transmit data to and/or receive data from each other.
[0085] In some examples, embodiments may take the form of a computer program product on a non-transitory com-
puter-readable storage medium storing computer-readable program instructions (e.g. computer software). Any suitable
computer-readable storage medium may be utilized including non-transitory hard disks, CD-ROMs, flash memory, optical
storage devices, and/or magnetic storage devices.
[0086] Referring now to FIG. 3, FIG. 4, and FIG. 5, example methods in accordance with some embodiments of the
present disclosure are illustrated. In particular, these example methods may illustrate example embodiments of managing
tenants of an integration and management system.
[0087] FIG. 3 illustrates an example system schema 300 within which the methods described in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5
may operate. In particular, the system may comprise an operation maintenance device 303, a communication network
305 and an integration and management system 307, similar to the operation maintenance device 103A, the commu-
nication network 105 and the integration and management system 107 described above in connection with FIG. 1.
[0088] In some examples, the operation maintenance device 303 may transmit one or more requests to the integration
and management system 307, including, but not limited to, tenant onboarding requests and/or tenant termination requests.
These electronic requests may be received by an API endpoint 317 of the integration and management server 309,
similar to the API endpoint 117 described above in connection with FIG. 1.
[0089] In some examples, a tenant management API 325 may receive and process these electronic requests, and
may communicate with a tenant registry 313. As described above, the tenant registry 313 may store tenant profile data
329, which may comprise at least one tenant identifier 331, at least one authorization indicator 333, and/or at least one
quota indicator 335. Additional details of these operations are described at least in connection with FIG. 4 and FIG. 5
herein.
[0090] Referring now to FIG. 4, an example method 400 in accordance with some embodiments of the present dis-
closure is illustrated. In particular, the example method 400 may illustrate example embodiments of configuring a tenant
for accessing the integration and management system. In some examples, the method 400 may be performed by a
processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management server 109 described in
connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection with FIG. 2).
[0091] The method 400 starts at block 402.
[0092] At block 404, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may receive a tenant onboarding request from an operation maintenance device.
[0093] In some examples, the tenant onboarding request may be in the form of an HTTP request. In some examples,
the tenant onboarding request may comprise data that indicates a request to add a new tenant to the integration and
management system so that one or more automated dataflow servers can process dataflow for the tenant.
[0094] In some examples, the tenant onboarding request may comprise at least one tenant device identifier that is
associated with the new tenant, and/or may comprise a request to generate a tenant identifier. Additionally, or alternatively,
the tenant onboarding request may comprise data related to the new tenant, including, but not limited to, an email
address, a user name, a real name, and/or a graphical representation associated with the new tenant.
[0095] In some examples, the tenant onboarding request may be received via an API. For example, in the embodiment
as shown in FIG. 3, the operation maintenance device 303 may transmit a tenant onboarding request to the tenant
management API 325 of the API endpoint 317 via communication network 305.
[0096] For example, the following is an example programming code describing an example tenant onboarding request,
substantially in the form of an HTTP message: public async Task<IActionResult> CreateTenantAsync(string tenantId,
[FromForm] TenantModel tenantModel)

     {
       try
       {
         if (string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(tenantld))
         {
           return BadRequest("tenantId is null");
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        }
         if (tenantModel == null)
         {
           return BadRequest("tenantModel is null");
        }
         string errorMessage;
         if (!TenantRegistry.CheckTenantId(templateId, out errorMessage))
         {
           LogWriter.LogWarning(errorMessage);
           return BadRequest(errorMessage);
        }
         if (!TenantRegistry.CheckTenantModel(tenantModel, out errorMessage))
         {
           LogWriter.LogWarning(errorMessage);
           return BadRequest(errorMessage);
        }
         TenantRegistry. AddTenant(tenantId, tenantModel);
         return Ok();
      }
       catch (Exception e)
       {
         LogWriter.LogError(e, $"Failed for tenantId {tenantId} onboarding");
         return StatusCode(StatusCodes. Status500InternalServerError);
      }
    }

[0097] In the above example programming code, the example tenant onboarding request may comprise a request to
generate a new tenant identifier in a tenant registry. If the tenant registry is not available (for example, offline), the
processing circuitry may generate an error message.
[0098] At block 406, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may generate tenant profile data in a tenant registry based on the tenant onboarding request.
[0099] In some examples, the tenant onboarding request may be processed via an API. For example, in the embodiment
as shown in FIG. 3, the tenant management API 325 of the API endpoint 317 may communicate with the tenant registry
313 to generate the tenant profile data 329. Further, as shown in FIG. 3, the tenant profile data 329 may comprise a
tenant identifier 331, an authorization indicator 333, and/or a quota indicator 335.
[0100] In some examples, the tenant identifier 331 may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and
the like, which may uniquely identify data related to the tenant that are stored in the tenant registry 313 and/or other
registries associated with the integration and management system. In some examples, the tenant identifier 331 may be
generated based on a tenant device identifier. For example, the tenant device identifier may be a numeric string that is
unique to the tenant device, and the tenant identifier may be generated using a hush function of the numeric string.
[0101] In some examples, the authorization indicator 333 may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address,
and the like, which may represent at least one instance identifier associated with at least one instance of a plurality of
instances. In some examples, the at least one instance identifier may correspond to the at least one instance that the
tenant is authorized to access (i.e. "authorized instance(s)"). In other words, dataflow associated with the tenant is
authorized to be deployed in the at least one instance.
[0102] In some examples, the authorization indicator 333 may be generated based on a data management policy
associated with the integration and management system 307. For example, upon receiving the tenant onboarding request,
the tenant management API 325 may retrieve a data management policy associated with instance(s) that are connected
to the integration and management system 307, and may determine whether dataflow in any of the instances is in conflict
with the new tenant identified in the tenant onboarding request. For example, the data management policy may indicate
that a new dataflow associated with the new tenant should not be executed in an instance that also runs dataflow for
another existing tenant.
[0103] If there is a conflict between the new dataflow and an existing dataflow in an instance, the tenant management
API 325 may not include the corresponding instance identifier in the authorization indicator 333. If there is no conflict
between the new dataflow and existing dataflow(s) in an instance, the tenant management API 325 may include the
corresponding instance identifier in the authorization indicator 333.
[0104] In some examples, the quota indicator 335 may indicate a number of instances associated with the tenant
identifier. For example, the number may be an upper limit number, which may indicate the number of instances that the
integration and management system 307 can configure for the tenant. Additionally, or alternatively, the quota indicator
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335 may indicate an existing number of instances that the integration and management system 307 has configured for
the tenant.
[0105] Subsequent to generating the tenant profile data 329, the tenant management API 325 may store the tenant
profile data 329 in the tenant registry 313, as shown in FIG. 3.
[0106] Referring back to FIG. 4, the method 400 ends at block 408.
[0107] Referring now to FIG. 5, an example method 500 in accordance with some embodiments of the present dis-
closure is illustrated. In particular, the example method 500 may illustrate example embodiments of removing a tenant
from accessing the integration and management system. In some examples, the method 500 may be performed by a
processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management server 109 described in
connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection with FIG. 2).
[0108] The method 500 starts at block 501.
[0109] At block 503, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may receive a tenant termination request from an operation maintenance device.
[0110] In some examples, the tenant termination request may be in the form of an HTTP request. In some examples,
the tenant termination request may comprise data that indicates a request to remove an existing tenant from accessing
the integration and management system, and/or to stop processing dataflow(s) associated with the tenant in one or
more automated dataflow servers.
[0111] In some examples, the tenant termination request may comprise a tenant identifier. As described above, the
tenant identifier may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address, and the like, which may uniquely identify
data related to a tenant that is stored in the tenant registry and/or other registries.
[0112] In some examples, the tenant termination request may be received via an API. For example, in the embodiment
as shown in FIG. 3, the operation maintenance device 303 may transmit a tenant termination request to the tenant
management API 325 of the API endpoint 317 via communication network 305.
[0113] For example, the following is an example programming code describing an example tenant termination request,
substantially in the form of an HTTP message:

 public async Task<IActionResult> DeleteTenantAsync(string tenantId)
     {
       try
       {
         if (string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(tenantld))
         {
           return BadRequest("tenantId is null");
        }
         SchedulerRegistry. Clean(tenantId);
         DataflowRegistry. Clean(tenantId);
         TenantRegistry.RemoveTenant(tenantId);
         return Ok();
      }
       catch (Exception e)
       {
         LogWriter.LogError(e, $"Failed for tenantId {tenantId} termination");
         return StatusCode(StatusCodes.Status500InternalServerError);
      }
    }

[0114] In the above example programming code, the example tenant termination request may comprise a request to
remove the tenant identifier from a tenant registry, a scheduler registry, and/or a dataflow registry associated with the
integration and management system.
[0115] At block 505, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may remove tenant profile data corresponding to the tenant identifier from a tenant registry and/or other
registries based on the tenant termination request.
[0116] In some examples, a tenant management API (such as the tenant management API 325 described above in
connection with FIG. 3) may retrieve tenant profile data associated with the tenant in a tenant registry (such as the tenant
registry 313 described above in connection with FIG. 3). Based on the tenant profile data, the tenant management API
may identify one or more dataflows associated with the tenant, and may generate a request to an automated dataflow
API integrator (such as the API integrator 119 described above in connection with FIG. 1) to cause one or more instances
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to exit dataflow(s) associated with the tenant.
[0117] In some examples, the tenant management API may remove the tenant profile data from the tenant registry
and/or other registries associated with the integration and management system.
[0118] The method 500 ends at block 507.
[0119] Referring now to FIG. 6, FIG. 7A, and FIG. 7B, example methods in accordance with some embodiments of
the present disclosure are illustrated. In particular, these example methods may illustrate example embodiments of
deploying one or more dataflows to one or more instances.
[0120] FIG. 6 illustrates an example system schema 600 within which the methods described in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B
may operate. In particular, the system may comprise a tenant device 601, a communication network 605, and an
integration and management system 607, similar to the tenant device 101A, the communication network 105, and the
integration and management system 107 described above in connection with FIG. 1.
[0121] In some examples, the tenant device 601 may transmit one or more requests to the integration and management
system 607, including, but not limited to, dataflow requests. These electronic requests may be received by an API
endpoint 617 of an integration and management server 609. In some examples, a flow management API 602 may receive
and process these electronic requests, and may communicate with a flow and status registry 615. The flow and status
registry 615 may store dataflow data 604, which may comprise at least one instance locator 606, at least one status
indicator 608, at least one dataflow content descriptor 610, and/or at least one dataflow version indicator 612. In some
examples, the flow management API 602 may communicate with an API integrator 619, which may in turn communicate
with one or more automated dataflow servers 623A, 623B, . 623N. Additional details of these operations are described
at least in connection with FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B herein.
[0122] Referring to FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, an example method 700 in accordance with some embodiments of the
present disclosure is illustrated. In particular, the example method 700 may illustrate example embodiments of deploying
a dataflow in an instance. In some examples, the method 700 may be performed by a processing circuitry (for example,
a processing circuitry of the integration and management server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the
processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection with FIG. 2).
[0123] Referring now to FIG. 7A, the method 700 starts at block 701.
[0124] At block 703, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may receive a dataflow request from a tenant device.
[0125] In some examples, the dataflow request may be in the form of an HTTP request. In some examples, the dataflow
request may indicate an electronic request to deploy a dataflow in an instance, such as, but not limited to, a NiFi instance.
For example, the dataflow request may comprise one or more parameters associated with the dataflow that is to be
processed by an instance.
[0126] In some examples, the dataflow request may comprise at least one tenant identifier, which may uniquely identify
the tenant who transmitted the dataflow request from a tenant device. Upon receiving the dataflow request, the integration
and management system may perform authentication process to determine the identity of the tenant. For example, the
integration and management server may retrieve tenant profile data from a tenant registry, similar to those described
above.
[0127] In some examples, the dataflow request may be received via an API. For example, in the embodiment as shown
in FIG. 6, the tenant device 601 may transmit dataflow request to the flow management API 602 of the API endpoint
617 via communication network 605.
[0128] For example, the following is an example programming code describing an example dataflow request, sub-
stantially in the form of an HTTP message:

 public async Task<IActionResult> CreateDataflowAsync(string tenantId, [FromForm]
 DataflowTemplateModel dataflowTemplateModel, [FromForm] string variables)
     {
       try
       {
         if(string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(tenantId))
         {
            return BadRequest("tenantId is null");
        }
         if (dataflowTemplateModel.TemplateXmlFile == null)
         {
            return BadRequest("template file is null");
        }
         string errorMessage;
         if
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 (!nifiApiHelper.CheckTemplateXmlFile(dataflowTemplateModel.TemplateXmlFile.OpenRe
 adStream(), out errorMessage))
         {
           LogWriter.LogWarning(errorMessage);
           return BadRequest(errorMessage);
        }
         DataflowRegistry. CreateDataflow(tenantId,
 dataflowTemplateModel.TemplateXmlFile.OpenReadStream(),
 dataflowTemplateModel.TemplateXmlFile.FileName, variables)
         return Ok();
      }
       catch (Exception e)
       {
         LogWriter.LogError(e, $"Failed to create data flow for tenantId {tenantId}");
         return StatusCode(StatusCodes.Status500InternalServerError);
      }
    }

[0129] In the above example programming code, the example dataflow request may comprise a request for a dataflow
associated with a tenant identifier.
[0130] Referring back to FIG. 7A, at block 705, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the
integration and management server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus
200 described in connection with FIG. 2) may retrieve dataflow data associated with a plurality of instances from a flow
and status registry.
[0131] In some examples, the dataflow data may comprise one or more instance locators 707 and/or one or more
status indicators 709. In some examples, each of the status indicators 709 may be associated with and/or correspond
to one of the instance locators 707.
[0132] In some examples, an instance locator of the one or more instance locators 707 may comprise a network
address of one of a plurality of instances. For example, referring back to FIG. 6, the at least one instance locator 606
may comprise network address(es) for each of the instances within the automated dataflow servers 623A-623N. In some
examples, the network address(es) may be based on the TCP/IP protocol. In some examples, the network address may
be based on other protocol(s).
[0133] In some examples, a status indicator of the one or more status indicators 709 may comprise a network resource
consumption rate associated with one of the plurality of instances. For example, referring back to FIG. 6, the at least
one status indicator 608 may indicate a network resource consumption rate associated with each of the instances within
the automated dataflow servers 623A-623N. In some examples, the network resource consumption rate may indicate
a current read/write speed associated with the corresponding instance. Additionally, or alternatively, the network resource
consumption rate may indicate the amount of data in and/or the amount of data out associated with the corresponding
instance. Additionally, or alternatively, the network resource consumption rate may indicate the number of tasks that the
corresponding instance is performing or assigned. Additionally, or alternatively, the network resource consumption rate
may be in other format(s).
[0134] Additionally, or alternatively, the dataflow data may comprise one or more dataflow content descriptors 711
and/or one or more dataflow version indicators 713, as shown in FIG. 7.
[0135] The one or more dataflow content descriptors 711 may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address,
and the like, which may describe the dataflow content within the instances. For example, referring back to FIG. 6, the
at least one dataflow content descriptor 610 may describe dataflow associated with the instances in the automated
dataflow servers 623A-623N. In some examples, the dataflow content descriptors 711 may indicate a name of the
dataflow. Additionally, or alternatively, the dataflow content descriptors 711 may include a short description of the dataflow.
[0136] The one or more dataflow version indicators 713 may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a memory address,
and the like, which may indicate a version of each dataflow run by the instances. For example, referring back to FIG. 6,
the at least one dataflow version indicator 612 may indicate a version of each dataflow run by the instances in the
automated dataflow servers 623A-623N. In some examples, the dataflow version indicators 713 may indicate a unique
version number. In some examples, the dataflow version indicators 713 may indicate a unique version name.
[0137] In some examples, the one or more instance locators 707, the one or more status indicators 709, the one or
more dataflow content descriptors 711 and/or the dataflow version indicators 713 may provide a centralized data hub
that may provide status of a plurality of instances. For each instance, an instance locator may indicate a network location
of the instance, a status indicator may indicate a status of the instance, a dataflow content descriptor may indicate the
content of dataflow run by the instance, and/or a dataflow version indicator may indicate the version of dataflow run by
the instance. In some examples, based on the instance locator and the dataflow content descriptor, the integration and
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management system may determine the location and content of each dataflow. In some examples, based on the dataflow
content descriptor and the dataflow version indicator, the integration and management system may determine the content
and the version of each dataflow.
[0138] At block 715, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may determine a selected instance from a plurality of instances based on the dataflow data.
[0139] In some examples, the processing circuitry may select the instance based on the one or more status indicators
709 of the dataflow data. As described above, the one or more status indicators 709 may indicate a current network
resource consumption rate associated with each instance. In some examples, the processing circuitry may select an
instance with the lowest network resource consumption rate. In some examples, the processing circuitry may select an
instance based on its network resource consumption rate satisfying a predetermined threshold. For example, the selected
instance may have a network resource consumption rate that is lower than a predetermine value.
[0140] Additionally, or alternatively, the processing circuitry may select the instance based on the one or more dataflow
content descriptors 711 and/or the dataflow version indicators 713.
[0141] For example, the processing circuitry may determine information related to the to-be-deployed dataflow asso-
ciated with the dataflow request, including, for example, the content and the version number. Referring to FIG. 6, the
processing circuitry may retrieve the at least one dataflow content descriptor 610, and may determine whether the content
of the to-be-deployed dataflow is the same or similar to the content of an existing dataflow in the automated dataflow
servers 623A-623N based on, for example, the at least one dataflow content descriptor 610. If the content is the same
or similar, the processing circuitry may retrieve the at least one dataflow version indicator 612 to determine the version
of the existing dataflow. If the to-be-deployed dataflow is a higher version of the existing dataflow, then the processing
circuitry may select the instance associated with the existing dataflow, and may cause the instance to replace the existing
dataflow with the to-be-deployed dataflow from the dataflow request.
[0142] Referring back to FIG. 7A, at block 717, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the
integration and management server 109 described in connection with
[0143] FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection with FIG. 2) may convert the
dataflow request to a deployment request based at least on the selected instance.
[0144] In some examples, the dataflow request may be converted via an automated dataflow API integrator. For
example, referring to FIG. 6, the flow management API 602 may transfer the dataflow request to the API integrator 619.
The API integrator 619 may then convert the dataflow request to a deployment request based on one or more APIs
associated with the selected instance. In some examples, the deployment request may be in the form of an HTTP
request, and may be in compliance with the API requirements for the automated dataflow servers 623A-623N.
[0145] For example, the following is an example programming code describing an example deployment request,
substantially in the form of an HTTP message:

public async Task<IActionResult> DeployDataflowAsync(string tenantId, string
 dataflowTemplateId)
     {
       try
       {
         if (string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(tenantld))
         {
           return BadRequest("tenantId is null");
        }
         if (dataflowTemplateId == null)
         {
        }return BadRequest("dataflowTemplateId is null");
         string variables;
         var formData = DataflowRegistry.GetDataflow(tenantId, dataflowTemplateId, out
         variables);
         var variablesDictionary = new Dictionary<string, string>();
         if (! string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(variables))
         {
           if (!NifiApiHelper.TryGetVariablesDictionary(variables, out
           variablesDictionary, out errorMessage))
            {
              LogWriter.LogWarning(errorMessage);
              return BadRequest(errorMessage);
        }
      }
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         var nifiInstanceId = NifiInstanceHelper.GetNifiInstanceId();
         var nifiApiHttpClient = new nifiApiHttpClient(nifiInstanceId);
         var rootProcessGroupResult = await
         _nifiApiHttpClient.GetRootProcessGroupAsync();
         var rootProcessGroupId = rootProcessGroupResult.Body.ProcessGroupFlow.Id;
         var uploadTemplateResult = await
         _nifiApiHttpClient.UploadTemplateAsync(rootProcessGroupId, formData);
         var templateId = uploadTemplateResult.Body.Id;
         var createTemplateInstanceResult = await
         _nifiApiHttpClient.CreateTemplateInstanceAsync(rootProcessGroupId, templateld);
         var processGroupId =
 createTemplateInstanceResult.Body.Flow.ProcessGroups.First().Id;
         if (! string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(variables))
         {
           LogWriter.LogInformation($" Start to call
 nifiApiHttpClient.GetVariableRegistryAsync for tenantId:{tenantId}
 processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
           var getVariableRegistryResult = await
 nifiApiHttpClient. GetVariableRegistryAsync(processGroupId);
           LogWriter.LogInformation($"Finish to call
 nifiApiHttpClient.GetVariableRegistryAsync for tenantId:{tenantId}
 processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
           var variableRegistryEntity =
           NifiApiHelper.GetVariableRegistryEntity(variablesDictionary, processGroupId,
 getVariableRegistryResult.Body.ProcessGroupRevision);
           LogWriter.LogInformation($"Start to call
 nifiApiHttpClient.UpdateVariableRegistryAsync for tenantId:{tenantId}
 processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
           await nifiApiHttpClient.UpdateVariableRegistryAsync(processGroupId,
           variableRegistryEntity);
           LogWriter.LogInformation($"Finish to call
 nifiApiHttpClient.UpdateVariableRegistryAsync for tenantId:{tenantId}
 processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
        }
         LogWriter.LogInformation($"Start to call nifiApiHttpClient.DeleteTemplateAsync
         for tenantId:{tenantId} processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
         await nifiApiHttpClient.DeleteTemplateAsync(templateId);
         LogWriter.LogInformation($"Finish to call
 nifiApiHttpClient.DeleteTemplateAsync for tenantId:{tenantId}
 processGroupId: {processGroupId} templateId:{templateId}");
      }
         DataflowRegistry.UpdateStatus(tenantId, dataflowTemplateId, nifilnstanceld,
         processGroupId);
         return Ok();
      }
       catch (Exception e)
       {
         LogWriter.LogError(e, $"Failed to deploy data flow for tenantId {tenantId}");
         return StatusCode(StatusCodes. Status500InternalServerError);
      }
    }

[0146] In the above example programming code, the example deployment request may comprise parameters (such
as the template for the dataflow) for deploying the dataflow in an instance (such as a NiFi instance described above).
[0147] At block 719, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may transmit the deployment request to the selected instance.
[0148] For example, referring to FIG. 6, the API integrator 619 may transmit the deployment request to an instance
within one of the automated dataflow servers 623A-623N. The instance may be selected in accordance with the operations
described herein. In some examples, the processing circuitry may transmit the deployment request to the selected
instance based on the instance locator associated with the selected instance.
[0149] Referring back to FIG. 7A, the method 700 ends at block 721.
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[0150] While FIG. 7A may illustrate that the processing circuitry may determine the selected instance based on the
dataflow data, the processing circuitry may additionally, or alternatively, determine the selected instance based on the
tenant profile data, examples of which are illustrated in FIG. 7B.
[0151] Referring now to FIG. 7B, at block 723, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration
and management server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described
in connection with FIG. 2) may retrieve tenant profile data from a tenant registry. In some examples, the tenant profile
data may comprise one or more authorization indicators 725 and/or one or more quota indicators 727.
[0152] As described above, the authorization indicators 725 may indicate which automated dataflow server(s) that
each tenant is authorized to access. In some examples, the processing circuitry may retrieve the corresponding tenant
profile data based on the tenant identifier associated with the dataflow request, and may determine the corresponding
authorization indicators associated with the tenant. In some examples, the authorization indicators may indicate one or
more authorized instances that the tenant is authorized to access. In such examples, the processing circuitry may select
an instance from the one or more authorized instances.
[0153] In some examples, the quota indicators 727 may indicate the dataflow limits assigned to each tenant. The
processing circuitry may determine, for example, whether deploying an additional dataflow would exceed the limits. If
so, the processing circuitry may generate a warning message to the tenant device (from which the dataflow request was
transmitted). If not, the processing circuitry may select an instance accordingly.
[0154] Referring now to FIG. 8, FIG. 9, and FIG. 10, example methods in accordance with some embodiments of the
present disclosure are illustrated. In particular, these example methods may illustrate example embodiments of monitoring
the status of automated dataflow server(s) and/or an integration and management system associated with the automated
dataflow server(s).
[0155] FIG. 8 illustrates an example system schema 800 within which the methods described in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10
may operate. In particular, an integration and management system 807 may be in communication with one or more
automated dataflow servers 823A, 823B, ... 823N, similar to the integration and management system 107 and the one
or more automated dataflow servers 123A-123N described above in connection with FIG. 1.
[0156] In some examples, the monitoring scheduler 821 of the integration and management server 809 may manage
current monitoring probes associated with the automated dataflow servers 823A-823N. In some examples, the monitoring
API 802 of the API endpoint 817 may retrieve monitoring probe data 804 from the scheduler registry 811, and may cause
the dataflow data 810 in the flow and status registry 815 to update. In some examples, the monitoring probe data 804
may comprise at least one monitoring probe status indicator 806 and at least one historical probe status indicator 808.
In some examples, the monitoring API 802 may communicate with an API integrator 819 to perform monitor probes on
the instances in the automated dataflow servers 823A-823N. Additional details of these operations are described at
least in connection with FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 herein.
[0157] Referring to FIG. 9, an example method 900 in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure
is illustrated. In particular, the example method 900 may illustrate example embodiments of managing monitoring probes
and updating dataflow data. In some examples, the method 900 may be performed by a processing circuitry (for example,
a processing circuitry of the integration and management server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the
processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection with FIG. 2).
[0158] The method 900 starts at block 901.
[0159] At block 903, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may retrieve at least one monitoring probe status indicator from a scheduler registry.
[0160] In some examples, the at least one monitoring probe status indicator may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer,
a memory address, and the like, and may indicate at least one current monitoring probe associated with a plurality of
instances. For example, the at least one monitoring probe status indicator may indicate a starting time or a time interval
for perform monitoring probe on the instances. Based on the starting time or the time interval, a monitoring API (such
as the monitoring API 802 as shown in FIG. 8) may perform monitoring probes on the instances.
[0161] In some examples, the at least one monitoring probe status indicator may comprise information related to the
performance of the instances. For example, the monitoring probe status indicator may indicate a current network resource
consumption rate associated with an instance, the dataflow(s) that the instance is currently running, and/or the current
network location of the instances.
[0162] In some examples, the processing circuitry may generate one or more electronic warning messages based on
the at least one monitoring probe status indicator. For example, when the at least one monitoring probe status indicator
indicates that an instance is running at or close to its maximum processing capacity, the processing circuitry may generate
an electronic warning message, and may transmit the electronic warning message to an operation maintenance device.
[0163] At block 905, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may update the dataflow data based on the at least one monitoring probe status indicator.
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[0164] For example, the processing circuitry may update the status indicator of the dataflow data based on the current
network resource consumption rate as identified by the monitoring probe status indicator. In some examples, the process-
ing circuitry may update the dataflow content descriptor and/or the dataflow version indicator of the dataflow data based
on the dataflow(s) that the instance is currently running as identified by the monitoring probe status indicator. In some
examples, the processing circuitry may update the instance locator based on the current network location of the instance
as identified by the monitoring probe status indicator.
[0165] The method 900 ends at block 907.
[0166] Referring to FIG. 10, an example method 1000 in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure
is illustrated. In particular, the example method 1000 may illustrate example embodiments of generating prediction data.
In some examples, the method 1000 may be performed by a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of
the integration and management server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus
200 described in connection with FIG. 2).
[0167] The method 1000 starts at block 1002.
[0168] At block 1004, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may retrieve at least one historical probe status indicator from a scheduler registry.
[0169] In some examples, the at least one historical probe status indicator may comprise an ASCII text, a pointer, a
memory address, and the like, and may indicate at least one result of at least one historical monitoring probe associated
with a plurality of instances. For example, the at least one historical probe status indicator may indicate a network
resource consumption rate of each instance at various times when monitoring probes are performed.
[0170] At block 1006, a processing circuitry (for example, a processing circuitry of the integration and management
server 109 described in connection with FIG. 1 and/or the processor 202 of the apparatus 200 described in connection
with FIG. 2) may generate prediction data associated with the plurality of instances based on the at least one historical
probe status indicator.
[0171] In some examples, the processing circuitry may implement machine learning algorithms to generate the pre-
diction data. For example, the processing circuitry may implement an artificial neural network, and may generate prediction
data that indicates a likely network consumption rate of the instances in the future. In some examples, other machine
learning algorithms may be used.
[0172] The method 1000 ends at block 1008.
[0173] It is to be understood that the disclosure is not to be limited to the specific embodiments disclosed, and that
modifications and other embodiments are intended to be included within the scope of the appended claims. Although
specific terms are employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for purposes of
limitation, unless described otherwise.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method, the method comprising:

receiving a dataflow request from a tenant device, the dataflow request indicating an electronic request to deploy
a dataflow;
retrieving, from a flow and status registry, dataflow data associated with a plurality of instances, the dataflow
data comprising a plurality of instance locators and a plurality of status indicators associated with the plurality
of instance locators;
based on the plurality of status indicators, determining a selected instance from the plurality of instances; and
converting the dataflow request into a deployment request for the selected instance.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the retrieving the dataflow data comprising retrieving NiFi dataflow
data associated with a plurality of NiFi instances, the NiFi dataflow data comprising a plurality of NiFi status indicators,
and the determining the selected instance comprising determining a selected NiFi instance from the plurality of NiFi
instances based on the plurality of NiFi status indicators.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:
transmitting the deployment request to the selected instance.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, an instance locator of the plurality of instance locators comprising
a network address of one of the plurality of instances, and the determining the selected instance comprises deter-
mining the selected instance based on the network address.
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5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, a status indicator of the plurality of status indicators comprising a
network resource consumption rate associated with one of the plurality of instances, and the determining the selected
instance comprises determining the selected instance based on the network resource consumption rate.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the retrieving the dataflow data comprises retrieving at least one
dataflow content descriptor and at least one dataflow version indicator, and the computer-implemented method
further comprising:
determining, based at least on the at least one dataflow content descriptor and the at least one dataflow version
indicator, whether the dataflow associated with the dataflow request is an alternate version of an existing dataflow
in the plurality of instances.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, further comprising:

determining that the dataflow is the alternate version of the existing dataflow; and
causing the selected instance to replace the existing dataflow with the dataflow.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, from an operation maintenance device, a tenant onboarding request; and
based on the tenant onboarding request, generating tenant profile data in a tenant registry, the tenant profile
data comprising a tenant identifier, an authorization indicator, and a quota indicator.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the converting comprising determining one or more parameters for
deploying the dataflow in the selected instance, and the computer-implemented method further comprising:
transmitting the deployment request to the selected instance based on the one or more parameters.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the selected instance being a processing engine, and the converting
comprising converting the dataflow request into the deployment request for the processing engine.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the converting comprising converting the dataflow request into the
deployment request based on one or more application programming interfaces associated with the selected instance.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the converting comprising converting the dataflow request into the
deployment request based on at least one defined criterion for a server.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, the converting comprising converting the dataflow request into a
hypertext transfer protocol request for the selected instance.

14. An apparatus comprising at least one processor and at least one memory including computer program code, the at
least one memory and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus
to perform any one of the methods of claims 1-13.

15. A computer program product comprising at least one non-transitory computer-readable medium having computer-
readable program instructions stored therein, the computer-readable program instructions comprising instructions,
which when performed by an apparatus, are configured to cause the apparatus to at least perform any one of the
methods of claims 1-13.
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